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Abstract
The effect of temperature on the population distribution within the manifold of an Er3+-ion
pumped at 1480 nm pump wavelength is theoretically investigated. A modified rate equation
model for determining the signal gain performance of EDFAs is established by including the
temperature effect and the gain values versus launched pump powers at the temperature range
of ! 20 to 60 oC are obtained under the signal power regime.

Summary
1- Introduction
The operational properties of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), which have an important
role in optical fiber communication systems operating at the 1.55 !m window, directly depend on
the pump and signal characteristics. It is well-known that an erbium-doped fiber amplifier
demonstrates the property of two-level amplification system when it is pumped at 1480 nm
wavelength [1]. Particularly, the distribution of Er3+-ions within the metastable level ( 4 13 2/I )
"#$%&'()"*%+,%-*-(./)0,+#)+'12'3$+-3')$""*34,%&)+*)5*.+61$%%7()4,(+3,8-+,*%).$09)*0,%&)+*)+#')
closeness of the pump and signal rates within this level. Thus, the population of metastable
level shows a highly temperature sensitive signal gain for 1480 nm pumping regime [2, 3]. In
this study, we analyzed theoretically the signal gain performance of EDFAs pumped at 1480 nm
pump wavelength by using the temperature-sensitive rate equation model in the practical
temperature range of ! 20 to 60 oC .

2- Modified Rate Equation Model
The solution of the two-level amplification system can be carried out by using the modified rate
equations in terms of the pump absorption and emission rates ( 1 22"R and 22 1"R , respectively),

the signal absorption and emission rates ( 1 21"S and 21 1"S , respectively) and the amplified

spontaneous emission rate !sp . Then, an expression for the relative populations in the

metastable level, 2 /N N , at steady state conditions is found as
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where p p p effI h A$ % &$ , s s s effI h A$ % &$ ; p& and s& are the pump and signal frequencies,

respectively; h ,():.$%";7()"*%(+$%+<) % is the lifetime of metastable level; p$ and s$ are the

pump and signal overlap factors, respectively; effA is the effective core area. The relevant
parameters used in Eq.(1) are as bellows: 1 22! " and 22 1! " are the stimulated absorption and
emission cross sections for the pump wavelength, while 1 21! " and 21 1! " are for the signal
wavelength; 21 1 1 21# ! !" "$ =>3*1)?"@-18'37() +#'*3/AB) pP and sP are the pump and signal
powers, respectively. The parameter " ) ,%) CDB=EA) ,() "#$3$"+'3,6'4) 8/) +#') 5*.+61$%%7()
distribution of Er3+-ions within the 4

13 2/I energy state and given by

BN N E k T22 21 2exp( )" '$ $ " . Bk is the Bo.+61$%%7() "*%(+$%+9) E E E2 22 21' $ " is the
energy difference between the sublevelsN22 and N21 and its value is nearly 200 cm

-1 at

temperature range of -20 to 60 oC . The gain parameter sG( )( is defined by L
sG e .( ) )( $ ,

where N N1 21 2 1( )) ! # $"$ " , ) is small-signal gain coefficient and L is the doped fiber
length.

Results and Discussions
Using EDFA parameters given in Table 1, we have plotted the dependence of gain on the

launched pump powers at temperature values of -20 oC , 20 oC and 60 oC in Fig.1.

Table 1. EDFA parameters used for the calculations.

1 22! " (10-25

m2)
22 1! " (10

-25

m2)
1 21! " (10-25

m2)
21 1! " (10

-25

m2)
%p ;%s effA (10-12

m2)
N (1023 m-

3)
1,86 0,42 2,85 5,03 0,43; 0,37 12,6 9,28

The value of 21 1 1 21! !" " at room temperature (20 oC ) for 1550 nm signal wavelength is
obtained as 1.76, because there is a relationship between signal emission and absorption cross
sections in the form of & 'sBhc k T 0exp / (1 / 1 / )# ( ($ " )$""*34,%&)+*)?"@-18'37()+#'*3/B)F#')

wavelength 0( depends on the electronic structure of the ground and the excited state of the

Er3+-ion and its value is calculated as 1522, 7 nm. Thus, the values of # at ! 20 and 60 oC are
1.93 and 1.65 and also the values of " at ! 20, 20 and 60 oC are calculated as 0.33, 0.38,
0.43, respectively.
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Fig. 1. The variation of signal gains versus launched pomp powers for the signal power
regime 50 !W. (a), (b) and (c) curves correspond to ! 20 oC, 20 oC and 60 oC,
respectively. % is taken as 10 ms and 15$L m .

Fig. 1 shows in 50 !W signal power regime that, the gain values increase an amount of 3-5 dB
when the temperature is decreased from 60 oC to -20 oC. Thus, it is seen from the gain analysis
that the performance of EDFAs pumped at 1480 nm pump wavelength is affected by the
temperature. In addition, it is seen from the modified rate equation (Eq.1) that the smaller signal
powers are more efficient than the higher signal powers. Moreover, this model which involves "
and " is more accurate to describe the signal gain for a wide range of temperatures for EDFAs
pumped at 1480 nm pump wavelength.
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